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In the Raw: 9:00
On the Complexities of Exposing Yourself and Your Family in Memoir (NF)

ELLIO T BAY BOOK COMPANY
Jeanette Dao, Francesca Benini, Joan Wester Anderson, & Jeannine Batalina

Opacity of Performance (P)

NORTHWEST FILM FORUM
Literary reading and dance performance with artists Takahiro Yamamoto, scholar Jang-Woo Cho, & choreographer Keerin Krause

—

—

—

—

Inspiried by Iceland: 7:30
A Multi-Media Poetry Reading (P)

NATIONAL KODIS MUSEUM
Katy Didden, Sierra Nelson, Melissa Noel, & Kate Pinto

Pacific Northwest Showcase from Pacifica & Moss (NF)

COMMON AREA MAINTENANCE
Meghna Chakrabarti, Hard Seaborn, Dule Tahet, John Beal, Pauline Cackle, & Rebecca Bladen

Page Meets Stage (P)

HUGO HOUSE
Anastasia Rieke, Taylor Matt, Nicole Hone, Derek Boes, Megan Hapgood Brown, & Bendik Constantine

I Have Some Questions for You: Rebecca Makkai with Peter Mountby (P)

THIRD PLACE BOOKS
Diane Ewan, Winnie Lee, Jennifer Coles, & Ryan Donnell

Poetry Northwest & Seattle Arts & Lectures (P)

SUSAN NGUYEN, JENNIFER ZHOU, SARAH KONG, & KRISTIN MILLARES YOUNG

Evening with Japanese American Poets & Writers (P)

DENISE CHENG
Aneesa Irie-Kitsuma, Kamei Teychima, Yma Ayui Mutahara, Kiku Hughes, & Sherry Otsuka

Mountaineer Books presents Cascadia Field Guide: Art, Ecology, Poetry (P)

TOM HILL

The Freebar: Chairman Fuhman, Elizabeth Bradfield, & Derek Sheffield and writers Justin Gibbons, Scott Wein, Eli Hilt, Elizabeth Bradfield, Rachel K Roller, Kathryn Smith, Derek Sheffield, & Erin Fox

Small Talk! A Reading (P)

ELLIO T BAY BOOK COMPANY
Susan Nguyen, Juneh van Yier, Sarah Anderson, Sarah Burch, Jessica Paulson, & Jeni Atwood

Growing From Our Roots: An Asian Debut Author Showcase (P)

SUSAN NGUYEN, JENNIFER ZHOU, SARAH KONG, & KRISTIN MILLARES YOUNG

Write Bloody Publishing (P)

HUGO HOUSE
Robert Humes, Cameron Lawyer, Taylor Matt, Shelene McElwain, Kimberly Nguyen, & Sunny Rowe —followed by a drink party

Wednesday 3/8

3:45 – 5:15
Black Earth Institute & Cutthroat (NF)

COMMON AREA MAINTENANCE

Stuttering & Writing: Five Authors on Speech Disability in Literatur (P)

FOLIO: THE SEATTLE ATENAEUM
Alexis Ahmad, Arnold, Jordan Cotter, John Shad, & John Whiton —please RSVP

Off the Page: A Hands-On Workshop Highlighting Native Traditional Practices of Poetry (P)

NORTHWEST FILM FORUM
Kevyn Aucoin, Pam normalized, & Steve Shadforth

—

Party with the Northwest Literary Translators (P)

SOLD OUT & SATURDAY
Presented by Northwest Translators & Interpreters Society, Seattle Center for Literature & Intersections Center for the Humanities UW

I Have Some Questions for You: Rebecca Makkai with Peter Mountby (P)

THIRD PLACE BOOKS
Diane Ewan, Winnie Lee, Jennifer Coles, & Ryan Donnell

Poetry Northwest & Seattle Arts & Lectures (P)

SUSAN NGUYEN, JENNIFER ZHOU, SARAH KONG, & KRISTIN MILLARES YOUNG

Evening with Japanese American Poets & Writers (P)

DENISE CHENG
Aneesa Irie-Kitsuma, Kamei Teychima, Yma Ayui Mutahara, Kiku Hughes, & Sherry Otsuka

Mountaineer Books presents Cascadia Field Guide: Art, Ecology, Poetry (P)

TOM HILL

The Freebar: Chairman Fuhman, Elizabeth Bradfield, & Derek Sheffield and writers Justin Gibbons, Scott Wein, Eli Hilt, Elizabeth Bradfield, Rachel K Roller, Kathryn Smith, Derek Sheffield, & Erin Fox

Small Talk! A Reading (P)

ELLIO T BAY BOOK COMPANY
Susan Nguyen, Juneh van Yier, Sarah Anderson, Sarah Burch, Jessica Paulson, & Jeni Atwood

Growing From Our Roots: An Asian Debut Author Showcase (P)

SUSAN NGUYEN, JENNIFER ZHOU, SARAH KONG, & KRISTIN MILLARES YOUNG

Write Bloody Publishing (P)

HUGO HOUSE
Robert Humes, Cameron Lawyer, Taylor Matt, Shelene McElwain, Kimberly Nguyen, & Sunny Rowe —followed by a drink party

Thursday 3/9

3:00 – 4:00
An Absence of Caution Taking Risks Against Aesthetic Convention (P)

COMMON AREA MAINTENANCE

A Live Performance in a classroom and on the stage by disrupting aesthetic standardization

Chicas/Loxitas in the Northwest, An Essentials (P)

PUGDUT AUDITORIUM (SEATTLE UNIVERSITY)

Black Earth Institute & Cutthroat (NF)

COMMON AREA MAINTENANCE

Stuttering & Writing: Five Authors on Speech Disability in Literatur (P)

FOLIO: THE SEATTLE ATENAEUM
Alexis Ahmad, Arnold, Jordan Cotter, John Shad, & John Whiton —please RSVP

Off the Page: A Hands-On Workshop Highlighting Native Traditional Practices of Poetry (P)

NORTHWEST FILM FORUM
Kevyn Aucoin, Pam normalized, & Steve Shadforth

—

Party with the Northwest Literary Translators (P)

SOLD OUT & SATURDAY
Presented by Northwest Translators & Interpreters Society, Seattle Center for Literature & Intersections Center for the Humanities UW

I Have Some Questions for You: Rebecca Makkai with Peter Mountby (P)

THIRD PLACE BOOKS
Diane Ewan, Winnie Lee, Jennifer Coles, & Ryan Donnell

Poetry Northwest & Seattle Arts & Lectures (P)

SUSAN NGUYEN, JENNIFER ZHOU, SARAH KONG, & KRISTIN MILLARES YOUNG

Evening with Japanese American Poets & Writers (P)

DENISE CHENG
Aneesa Irie-Kitsuma, Kamei Teychima, Yma Ayui Mutahara, Kiku Hughes, & Sherry Otsuka

Mountaineer Books presents Cascadia Field Guide: Art, Ecology, Poetry (P)

TOM HILL

The Freebar: Chairman Fuhman, Elizabeth Bradfield, & Derek Sheffield and writers Justin Gibbons, Scott Wein, Eli Hilt, Elizabeth Bradfield, Rachel K Roller, Kathryn Smith, Derek Sheffield, & Erin Fox

Small Talk! A Reading (P)

ELLIO T BAY BOOK COMPANY
Susan Nguyen, Juneh van Yier, Sarah Anderson, Sarah Burch, Jessica Paulson, & Jeni Atwood

Growing From Our Roots: An Asian Debut Author Showcase (P)

SUSAN NGUYEN, JENNIFER ZHOU, SARAH KONG, & KRISTIN MILLARES YOUNG

Write Bloody Publishing (P)

HUGO HOUSE
Robert Humes, Cameron Lawyer, Taylor Matt, Shelene McElwain, Kimberly Nguyen, & Sunny Rowe —followed by a drink party

Wednesday 3/8

3:45 – 5:15
Black Earth Institute & Cutthroat (NF)

COMMON AREA MAINTENANCE

Stuttering & Writing: Five Authors on Speech Disability in Literatur (P)

FOLIO: THE SEATTLE ATENAEUM
Alexis Ahmad, Arnold, Jordan Cotter, John Shad, & John Whiton —please RSVP

Off the Page: A Hands-On Workshop Highlighting Native Traditional Practices of Poetry (P)

NORTHWEST FILM FORUM
Kevyn Aucoin, Pam normalized, & Steve Shadforth

—

Party with the Northwest Literary Translators (P)

SOLD OUT & SATURDAY
Presented by Northwest Translators & Interpreters Society, Seattle Center for Literature & Intersections Center for the Humanities UW

I Have Some Questions for You: Rebecca Makkai with Peter Mountby (P)

THIRD PLACE BOOKS
Diane Ewan, Winnie Lee, Jennifer Coles, & Ryan Donnell

Poetry Northwest & Seattle Arts & Lectures (P)

SUSAN NGUYEN, JENNIFER ZHOU, SARAH KONG, & KRISTIN MILLARES YOUNG

Evening with Japanese American Poets & Writers (P)

DENISE CHENG
Aneesa Irie-Kitsuma, Kamei Teychima, Yma Ayui Mutahara, Kiku Hughes, & Sherry Otsuka

Mountaineer Books presents Cascadia Field Guide: Art, Ecology, Poetry (P)

TOM HILL

The Freebar: Chairman Fuhman, Elizabeth Bradfield, & Derek Sheffield and writers Justin Gibbons, Scott Wein, Eli Hilt, Elizabeth Bradfield, Rachel K Roller, Kathryn Smith, Derek Sheffield, & Erin Fox

Small Talk! A Reading (P)

ELLIO T BAY BOOK COMPANY
Susan Nguyen, Juneh van Yier, Sarah Anderson, Sarah Burch, Jessica Paulson, & Jeni Atwood

Growing From Our Roots: An Asian Debut Author Showcase (P)

SUSAN NGUYEN, JENNIFER ZHOU, SARAH KONG, & KRISTIN MILLARES YOUNG

Write Bloody Publishing (P)

HUGO HOUSE
Robert Humes, Cameron Lawyer, Taylor Matt, Shelene McElwain, Kimberly Nguyen, & Sunny Rowe —followed by a drink party